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AIR SYSTEMS
How do they work ?

Our Westfield by Quest air awnings come with either the AAS (Advanced Air System) with its great feature list and
adaptability or the simplistic and easy to use AES (Air Erect System)

The Advanced Air System (AAS) is a high specification air tube system.
It has been created to give you the benefits of both a multi-inflation
system as well as the ease of use of a single inflation system. The
system uses 4 layers for strength and stability.
• Layer 1: The internal bladder which is the part that you inflate.
• Layers 2 and 3: Then we have a dual layer protective cover that has
PE and polyester covers bonded together, the PE layer of the cover
is also reinforced at the stress points giving it extra strength and
stability.
• Layer 4: Finally we have a sleeve which is sewn into the awning.
This improves the protection around your air tube, as well as the
stability of the awning because the tube is held in position better.
The Advanced Air System goes one step further than its rivals by
giving you the option of multi-inflation or single inflation. No longer do
you have to choose between single or multi-inflation, you can have
both and use whichever is better for you.
The single inflation system can be inflated by any of its independent
valves giving you the maximum of flexibility. In the event of a failure,
you can simply just remove the affected tube and the system reverts
automatically to an independent tube system.

The Air Erect System (AES) is an, easy to use, air erect system. Simplified to make it easier to use and less to go wrong, the system uses 4
layers for strength and stability.
• Layer 1: The internal bladder which is the part that you inflate.
• Layers 2 and 3: Then we have a dual layer protective cover that has
PE and polyester covers bonded together, the PE layer of the cover
is also reinforced at the stress points giving it extra strength and
stability.
• Layer 4: Finally we have a sleeve which is sewn into the awning.
This improves the protection around your air tube, as well as the
stability of the awning because the tube is held in position better.
The Air Erect System has individual air tubes rather than a joined
system which makes each tube extremely easy to pump up, so if there
is a failure only one tube is affected.
It also uses an easy to use single way valve for inflation which is simplicity itself; simply push the pump in and pump.

Air Awnings

Performance & Advanced Features.
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FABRICS

Available Fabrics for your Westfield by Quest air awnings
The fabric is a major part of the performance and lifespan of your awning and with Westfield by Quest you have four
levels of fabric giving the best balance of performance / lifespan / weight and value.

HydroTech

• Fabric density: 300D • Waterproof rating: 10,000mm HH
An extremely luxurious and high performance 300D material which
is unlike any other. Based on the excellent HydraDore XT Pro then
improved with a high end double coating (inside and out) to give you
the very highest waterproof rating as well as extra durability and protection from the sun. The coating is also nicer to touch and feel. The
waterproof performance and feel of this material is unsurpassed in the
market and is only rivalled by performance clothing.

HydraDore SL PRO

HydroDore XT PRO

HydraDore SL

• Fabric density: 300D • Waterproof rating: 6,000mm HH
A luxurious and high performance 300D material. It is woven in a
completely new way giving it a higher tensile strength than standard
300D ripstop materials. The coating helps add extra durability, makes it
easier to clean and has an extremely high level of waterproofing.
It is also thread dyed rather than dip dyed. This means each individual
thread has been dyed before it is woven together, allowing more dye to
penetrate each thread creating a better and longer lasting colour.
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• Fabric density: 150D • Waterproof rating: 4,000mm HH
An advanced middleweight 150D material with a high performance
coating. It keeps the weight down making the awning easier to use,
pack away and erect. The high performance coating adds durability
meaning it will last longer and gives a very high level of waterproofing
and protection against the weather.

• Fabric density: 75D • Waterproof rating: 3,000mm HH
An advanced lightweight 75D with a high performance coating. The
coating gives the material extra protection against the harmful sun's
U.V. rays and extends the life of your awning and gives you a high level
of water protection. The material is extremely lightweight making it
easy to handle, fold and packs away to a small size. It is fast drying as
it does not soak up the rain and is easy to clean.

Air Awnings

Performance & Advanced Features.

Suitable for
vehicles with an
A-frame size of
946 - 1085 cm

PLUTO
It features the simply amazing Hydrotech fabric which gives unrivalled
performance, amazing looks, great feeling to touch, and the very best
protection against the elements.

The removable front and side panels make it easier to pick up and slide
though your awning channel, helping to make this awning easier to erect.
The front and side panels have large tinted windows giving excellent sun
cover and every panel has a large double layered mesh window allowing you
to have very high levels of airflow when the weather is nice.
It has more panoramic views than all of its rivals and features maximum
sized windows to give you the very best views. They go lower to the floor
letting more light in adding that extra feeling of space and light all the time.
The awning also features unique side doors which includes an additional
window panel, giving even more views and light in from the side.

190 - 220cm

The Advanced Air System gives you single inflation from the start, ease
of use and reliability. You get Super-tubes which are larger, stronger and
more rigid than its rivals. This allows the awning to have less beams making
the inside far more roomy and more aesthetically pleasing. The high
specification bravo pump also makes it easier to inflate.

There are no hidden extras here, you even get a veranda pole. It can also be
extended with 1 or 2 annexes allowing you to increase the living or storage
space if required.

946 - 1085cm

235 - 250cm

The Pluto is a traditionally styled full air awning. This is a true top of the
range, luxury air awning with performance, style, classic looks and durability
built in. This is a full awning, which means that it goes around the entire
awning channel on your caravan. This gives it a stronger, more weather tight
connection against your caravan and utilises 100% of the space against your
caravan. It also ensures that all of the windows are free from obstruction.

260cm
‘A’ Size (cm)
Pack size (cm)

946 - 980

981 - 1015

1016 - 1050

1051 - 1085

118 x 45 x 45

118 x 48 x 45

119 x 49 x 45

120 x 52 x 50

Awning weight (kg)

21

23

25

27

Total weight (kg)

38

40

42

47

The awning weight above is without panels

Annex
Ready

Super-Tubes

Anti-Weather
System

Emergency
Support System

Year
Full Warranty
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Suitable for
vehicles with a
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

OMEGA
Windows, windows and even more windows, the huge, full size panoramic
windows to the front and side mean you get perfect views all around giving
you the feeling of being outside even when inside.
You also have the emergency support system to ensure that in the unlikely
event that there is an issue, you are supported and your awning will not
come crashing down around you.

400cm

230cm
210cm

190 - 220cm

You get the brilliant Advanced Air System which gives you single inflation
from the start, plus in the unlikely event of an issue you have with the ability
to remove tubes on-site, by yourself, allowing you to fix quickly and continue
enjoying your break. You also get the high specification bravo pump making
it easier to inflate than ever before.

The removable front and side panels make this easier to pick up and slide
though your awning channel, helping to make this awning easier to erect.

260cm

It features the amazingly strong HydraDore XT PRO material which gives
you unrivalled strength and helps ensure your awning lasts for years. The
Omega features the Super-Tubes as well which are larger, stronger and
more rigid than its rivals. It also ensures the awning flexes less in the wind.

Additional (optional for use) storm poles are also included. There are no
hidden extras here, you even get a veranda pole giving you more options. It
can also be extended with 1 or 2 annexes allowing you to increase the living
or storage space if required.

235 - 250cm

The Omega is a high end, luxury porch air awning. Its a traditionally styled
large porch awning giving you similar space to a full awning, but with the
added flexibility of a porch awning.

260cm
Width (cm)
Pack size (cm)

Omega 400 shown with optional annex

400
116 x 43 x 40

Awning weight (kg)

13.7

Total weight (kg)

30.5

The awning weight above is without panels
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Annex
Ready

Super-Tubes

Anti-Weather
System

LED Ready
LED light sleeves built in

Year
Full Warranty

Suitable for
vehicles with a
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

ARIES
The awning comes with storm straps as standard and even has storm strap
pockets allowing you to put them away safely and securely when taking the
awning down. This stops them getting tangled up with the canvas making
the awning easier to pack away. Completed with lightweight aluminium
poles for the rear draught pads and a draught skirt this awning comes with
everything you need.

230cm

260 or 350cm

260cm
Width (cm)
Pack size (cm)

Aries 350 shown with optional annex

Awning weight (kg)
Total weight (kg)

210cm

235 - 250cm

It features the excellent HydraDore XT PRO fabric which means that this
awning is amazingly strong, yet lightweight and will last for years. It has
the unique Advanced Air System which is the only system available that
gives you the option of single or multi-inflation. You can have the cost saving
benefit of multi-inflation or choose the optional single inflation kit (sold
separately) to upgrade it to full single inflation at any time.

The removable front and side panels make this easier to pick up and slide
though your awning channel, helping to make this awning easier to erect.
The side panels have double zips on, which means all you need to do to add
an annex is pitch your awning as normal and then simply zip the annex in
place. It also means you can leave your side panel on when the annex is in
use.

260cm

The Aries comes in two sizes; 350 and 260. It has large, scenic windows
which gives you amazing views and allowing loads of natural light in, this is
further improved by the skylights in the roof, which come with blinds, but can
also be left open to let even more light in. It can also be extended using the
optional (sold separately) annex.

260

350

116 x 35 x 32

116 x 38 x 34

12

12.5

24.5

27.5

The awning weight above is without panels

Annex
Ready

Anti-Weather
System

LED Ready
LED light sleeves built in

Year
Full Warranty
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Suitable for
vehicles with a
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

DORADO PRO
The Dorado Pro comes in one size, 400 and is an improved version of the
standard Dorado. It has a larger space, improved headroom and a higher
specification fabric and performance. The larger size and headroom make it
feel much larger inside. The awning as standard only has a single air beam
which means that it is also single inflation.
It uses the HydraDore SL PRO fabric which gives you a higher specification
fabric, whilst still keeps the weight down ensuring this is still a very lightweight
awning and helping to ensure it can be pitched by a single person. The
lightweight nature of the awning means that it is also easy to pull the awning
though the awning channel on your caravan.
The Dorado Pro gives you a great amount of space and light inside. The
added durability of the HydraDore SL PRO fabric means it will last longer
and perform better for a longer period.

It comes complete with a storm roof pole giving you added strength and
stability. This also helps stop some of the bend and flex you get with air
awnings and is the perfect place to hang a light. Thanks to the use of the
Advanced Air System, you can replace the storm roof pole with an additional
air beam (purchased separately) which is connected once and then left in
place (it is not taken out when the awning is taken down) and gives you the
extra strength and stability, without the need for a storm pole.
The front panel features two independent doors that can be zipped together
as one large panel. The panel can also be used as a sun canopy when used
with the optional (purchased separately) canopy pole kit. This allows you to
use the front as doors, sun canopies or both a door and canopy. You can
even roll the entire front up (as shown in the image above) and doors back to
give you a great large canopy.

250cm

210cm

235 - 250cm

400cm

250cm

Width (cm)
Pack size (cm)
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Inner Tent
Ready

Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

300cm

400
105 x 28 x 28

Awning weight (kg)

7.5

Total weight (kg)

10.5

Anti-Weather
System

Very

Lightweight

LED Ready
LED light sleeves built in

Suitable for
vehicles with a
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

Dorado shown with optional canopy pole kit

DORADO

This really is an extremely easy awning to erect, use and live with; the perfect,
lightweight air awning.

210cm

The use of a single air beam ensures this awning is single inflation and
means that this awning can be erected in as little as 12 repetitions. Combine
this with the excellent lightweight HydraDore SL fabric means that this
awning can easily be erected by one person. The fabric is also very quick to
dry making the awning easier to manage and use.

The large windows on the awning allow a great amount of light inside and
the front panel features two independent doors that can be zipped together
as one large panel. The panel can also be used as a sun canopy when used
with the optional (purchased separately) canopy pole kit. This allows you to
use the front as doors, sun canopies or both a door and canopy (as shown
in the image above). You can even roll the entire front up and doors back to
give you a great large canopy.

250cm

The efficient Air Erect system combines simplistic reliability and ease of use
in one great system. The system is kept simple, making it very easy to use
and extremely reliable as there is little to go wrong; a perfect combination.

Added stability can be gained by the optional storm poles (purchased
separately) giving you benefit in adverse weather conditions and making
this lightweight awning great for use in many different weather conditions.

235 - 250cm

The Dorado comes in one size and is all about ease of use. It combines the
naturally easy nature of a lightweight awning along with the simply and very
easy to use Air Erect System (AES) means you get one of the simplest and
easiest to use awnings available.

250cm

Width (cm)
Pack size (cm)

UV

U.V. 50+

Protection from the Sun

Inner Tent
Ready

Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

Anti-Weather
System

350cm

350
103 x 28 x 26

Awning weight (kg)

6.25

Total weight (kg)

9.5

Very

Lightweight
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Suitable for
vehicles with a
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

LYNX
The Lynx comes in two sizes, the 200 and 240 and is a lightweight awning
with a small footprint. Extremely easy to use, easy enough to erect by one
person.
The small size is perfect when space is at a premium and when you only
want a small porch. Whilst small the Lynx is still large enough for two chairs
and a small table. The use of the efficient and simple Air Erect System (AES)
means that the tubes are independent of each other and can be inflated with
as little as twelve repetitions on the pump. It comes with a storm pole to add
stability in adverse weather conditions.

The Lynx 200 is also the perfect awning for all Swift Basecamp owners. It fits
the rear of the caravan so well you would believe that it has been designed
to do so. It fills the entire rear section of the Basecamp creating the perfect
extra covered area on your van. The draught pads simply push against the
side of the caravan to give you a good seal and help keep the weather out.
The Lynx is the perfect, lightweight awning when space is at a premium or
when you simply want a small porch.

235cm

235 - 250cm

Featuring the lightweight HydraDore SL fabric that gives you great
performance in a lightweight fabric which makes this awning even easier
to erect, use and store away when not in use. The fabric also dries quickly,
making it even easier to manage.

The oversized large front window on the Lynx allows a huge amount of light
into the awning, making it feel roomy and gives the perfect views when inside.
All the windows feature internal blinds giving you privacy when needed and
light and views when not.

200 or 240cm

235cm
Width (cm)
Pack size (cm)
Awning weight (kg)
Total weight (kg)
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Inner Tent
Ready

Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

200

240

115 x 25 x 25

115 x 25 x 30

6.25

7

10

10.5

UV

Anti-Weather
System

Very

Lightweight

U.V. 50+

Protection from the Sun

Suitable for
vehicles with a
fitting height of
180 - 245 cm

HYDRA
The Hydra comes in two sizes (low and mid) and is an excellent medium
sized motor home awning that is amazingly easy to use; it can also be used
on a caravan, especially specialised low height caravans.

There are also half and half side windows (half window and half mesh panel)
which allow not only light but increased air flow when the weather is nice
helping the inside to stay cool and perform better.

It uses the efficient Air Erect System (AES) which is very simple and easy to
use system which makes the awning extremely easy to inflate and easy to
erect, so much so that it can even be done by one person.

The use of the superb HydraDore SL fabric means that this is extremely
lightweight, making it even easier to carry, store, use and erect. It is also
quick to dry, which helps make it easier to manage. The highly effective U.V.
coating helps to prevent damage from the suns rays and prolong the life of
the awning.

240cm

130cm

Model
Connection height (cm)
Pack size (cm)

UV

U.V. 50+

Protection from the Sun

Inner Tent
Ready

Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

Anti-Weather
System

300cm

210cm

It has a large number of windows (four on the sides and three across the
front) which allows you to get a great amount of light inside making it feel
light and airy and giving you great views all around. All the windows have
blinds allowing you privacy when required.

The sewn in, fully tubbed groundsheet is great at keeping the weather out, but
with the added peg down doorways, you can also remove those annoying
trip hazards when the doors are in use.

Low: 180 - 210cm
Mid: 210 - 245cm

The addition of the door in the tunnel allows you to enter and exit the awning
without walking through the main awning; perfect when you have muddy
boots and wet coats.

240cm
low

mid

180 - 210

210 - 245

130cm

103 x 32 x 32

103 x 32 x 32

Awning weight (kg)

10.5

10.5

Total weight (kg)

15.5

15.5

Lightweight
Awning
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Aries (all sizes)

Dorado 350

Dorado 400 Pro

300cm

250cm

250cm

400cm

210cm

260cm

230cm

Hydra (all sizes)

350cm

260 or 350cm

300cm

240cm

130cm

Included features already on your awning
Fabric : The main fabric that your awning is made from.
HydroTech XT Pro • 300D Heavyweight
durable fabric. • 6,000mm HH.

HydroDore SL • 75D Lightweight,
quick drying fabric. • 3,000 mm HH.

HydroDore SL Pro • 150D Midweight,
quick drying fabric. • 4,000 mm HH.

HydroDore SL • 75D Lightweight,
quick drying fabric. • 3,000 mm HH.

AAS, Single point inflation

AES, Multi point inflation

Roll up double front panel

Roll up front panel

Air System : The air system on your awning.
AAS, Multi point inflation, upgradable to
single point

AES Single point inflation

Panels : What type of panels and options your awning has.
All removable and sides panels are
interchangeable

Roll up double front panel

Built in ventilation : What built in ventilation your awning has to help minimise condensation.
Permanent, built in side vents

Permanent, built in side vents

Permanent, built in side vents

Permanent, built in front vent

Ventilation panels, door and windows : Any extra ventilation your awning has.
Two side ventilation doors

Two side ventilation doors

Two side ventilation doors

Single tunnel ventilation door and
50/50 ventilation side windows

Two side doors
Two roll up front panel doors

One tunnel door
One roll up front door

Door options : What door options and configurations your awning has.
Two extra wide side doors
Two roll to the side front doors.

Two side doors
Two roll up front panel doors

Weather Protection : Any additional weather protection features your awning has.
Anti weather system built in

Anti weather system built in

Anti weather system built in

Anti weather system built in

Lighting options : Lighting options on your awning.
Built in sleeves for LED string lights

Built in sleeves for LED string lights

Optional Extras and Accessories for your awning
Additional air beams and poles : Optional poles and air beams can help increase stability and performance in the wind .
Single inflation kit.
Additional veranda pole.

Roof storm pole kit.• Rear leg poles
Front storm leg pole
Universal canopy pole kit.

Roof air beam..• Rear leg poles (pair).
Front storm leg pole..
Universal canopy pole kit.

Roof storm pole.

Annexes and Inner tents : Extra space and sleeping pods to extend your awning.
Columba annex • .Columba inner tent.
Pop up inner tent.

Pop up inner tent.

Pop up inner tent.

Hydra clip in inner tent.
Pop up inner tent.

Accessories and Lighting : Additional accessories and lighting to improve your awning.
Westfield electric pump
Deluxe draft skirt organiser • LED
lighting strips • Supernova LED lights

Westfield electric pump • Bravo pump
• Deluxe draft skirt organiser. • LED
lighting strips • Supernova LED lights

Westfield electric pump • Bravo pump
• Deluxe draft skirt organiser. • LED
lighting strips • Supernova LED lights

Westfield electric pump • Bravo pump
• Deluxe draft skirt organiser. • LED
lighting strips • Supernova LED lights

Panels, liners and Flooring: Any additional panel options your awning has, plus flooring options.
Mesh panels • Roof liner
Cosy Carpet breathable flooring

Cosy Carpet breathable flooring

Cosy Carpet breathable flooring

Comfort Carpet
Cosy Carpet breathable flooring

Quest Elite Naples Pro range

Quest Elite Autograph range

Furniture : Recommended furniture to use with your awning
Westfield performance range
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Quest Elite Ragley Pro range

Air Awnings

Features, optional extras and accessories

Omega

Pluto (all sizes)
230cm
210cm

260cm

250cm

235cm

230cm
210cm

400cm

Lynx (all sizes)

200 or 240cm

Included features already on your awning
Fabric : The main fabric that your awning is made from.
HydroTech XT Pro • 300D Heavyweight durable
fabric. • 6,000mm HH.

HydroDore SL • 75D Lightweight, quick drying fabric
3,000 mm HH.

HydroTech • 300D Dual coated ultra-high
performance fabric. • 10,000 mm HH.

AES, Multi point inflation

AAS, Single point inflation, with Super Tubes and
emergency support system

No removable or roll up panels

All removable and sides are interchangeable

Air System : The air system on your awning.
AAS, Single point inflation

Panels : What type of panels and options your awning has.
All removable and side panels
are interchangeable

Built in ventilation : What built in ventilation your awning has to help minimise condensation.
Permanent, built in side vents

Permanent, built in side vents

Permanent, built in front vent

Ventilation panels, door and windows : Any extra ventilation your awning has.
Two side ventilation doors

Two side ventilation doors

Two large side ventilation windows and two large
front ventilation windows

Door options : What door options and configurations your awning has.
Two extra wide side doors
Two roll to the side front doors.

Two side doors

Two full window side doors
Two large front doors

Weather Protection : Any additional weather protection features your awning has.
Anti weather system built in

Anti weather system built in

Anti weather system built in and front canopy

Lighting options : Lighting options on your awning.
Built in sleeves for LED string lights

Standard LED lighting

Optional Extras and Accessories for your awning
Additional air beams and poles : Optional poles and air beams can help increase stability and performance in the wind .
Additional veranda pole

Rear leg poles (pair).

Storm air beams (pair).

Annexes and Inner tents : Extra space and sleeping pods to extend your awning.
Columba annex • .Columba inner tent.
Pop up inner tent.

None recommended
(pop up inner tent fits but takes up too much space)

Universal air annex.• .Universal annex inner tent.
Pop up inner tent.

Accessories and Lighting : Additional accessories and lighting to improve your awning.
Westfield electric pump • Deluxe draft skirt organiser.
• LED lighting strips • Supernova LED lights

Westfield electric pump • Bravo pump • Deluxe draft
skirt organiser. • LED lighting strips
Supernova LED lights

Westfield electric pump • Deluxe draft skirt organiser.
• LED lighting strips • Supernova LED lights

Panels, liners and Flooring: Any additional panel options your awning has, plus flooring options.
Mesh panels • Roof liner
Cosy Carpet breathable flooring

Cosy Carpet breathable flooring
Standard breathable flooring

Cosy Carpet breathable flooring

Furniture : Recommended furniture to use with your awning
Westfield performance range

Quest Lakeland range

Air Awnings

Features, optional extras and accessories

Westfield avantgarde range
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Extras and accessories

The Quest Elite Signature range
are a premium set of classic and
modern tents. All are made to
the very highest standards with
traditional materials and modern
production to give the very best in
camping. .

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com

Quest Tec FullC

Fully
Zipped

Sustainable
Eco-friendly • Kind to the earth

100% cotton, fully breathable
100% comfort

Groundsheet

Quest Tec FullC Fabric
A premium fabric, this is no part cotton and part polyester fabric, it is
a true 100% full cotton canvas, which is stronger and more tear & rip
resistant and more U.V. resistant than both polyester and polycotton.
The fabric is treated against mould, rot and U.V. degradation giving it
extra durability, extra strength and extra protection. The fabric treatment
is a premium impregnation process and not simply a coating which
ensures the very best protection and also ensures the fabric keeps its
breathable nature. This is a true, premium fabric giving you the very best
of everything in one fabric. The breathability of this fabric means that
the tent feels cooler in the summer and helps avoid condensations as it
allows the tent to breath. It is also warmer in the colder months as the
material is thicker than its polyester and polycotton rivals and has more
natural insulation to help keep the warmth in.
Sustainable Fabric
Very much in everyone’s thoughts these days are ecological products,
sustainability and green issues. The fabric on all our Bell Tents are 100%
cotton and come from 100% sustainable sources. This is fair better for
the environment, the planet and our future generations.

Scenic windows
Built in for amazing views and
internal blinds for privacy

Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

Very Quick
Pitch Times

Scenic Windows
Bell tents usually do not have windows, but this bell tent does. Windows
are great in tents they allow light in and keep the weather out, allowing
you to use them all year round. This tent has them built in from the start.
They are premium quality crystal clear windows giving you great and unobscured views and have internal zipped blinds. This gives you the ability
to zip them shut for additional privacy whenever you want.
Single Person Pitch
This tent can be pitched by a single person, although it is quicker to do it
with two. We test pitch every tent ourselves and only tents that we pitch
with one person, without any need for extra help get this feature.
Pitch Times
The pitch times on these tents are incredibly low, far lower than you
would expect. All our pitch times are tested by ourselves and can be
viewed online in the full length, non edited videos. Our pitch times are
100% complete pitch times and include the time taken to peg every
single pegging point and guy rope.
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360O Vista View
All around views

Fully Zipped in Groundsheet with waterproof zip
All our tents feature a fully zipped in groundsheet, which allows you to
unzip the groundsheet from the main tent. This gives you the ability to use
the 360 Vista view and makes it easier to manage as whilst unzipped the
groundsheet can be taken away and cleaned separately from the main
tent. The groundsheet itself is a heavy duty, premium 540gsm full PVC
material, which is extremely hard wearing, durable and easy to clean. It
also gives you extra protection from the ground and adds strength and
stability to the tent as the groundsheet becomes an integral part of the
unit. The zip itself is a premium waterproof zip which adds even more
weather resistance and helps keep the inside warm, dry and cosy.
360 Vista View
This feature allows you to roll up the entire side wall of the tent up and
toggle in place. This leaves you with a stunning 360 degree view all
around and a magical floating roof. On those really hot days this can be
a great benefit, a really different way to appreciate, use and have fun with
your tent. All this is done without the need to pitch or re-pitch your tent,
you simply unzip the side wall from the groundsheet, then roll it up and
secure in place with the in-built toggles.

Quest No-Chill
Premium quality mesh

Inner Tent
Ready

No-Chill premium mesh
This tent has built in ventilation using the Quest premium no-chill mesh.
This mesh is extremely strong, durable and hard wearing. It is pull and
damage resistant and looks great. The structure and build quality of the
mesh allows the air in, but keeps the wind chill out. When wind blows
against this mesh the air is allowed through, which enables perfect air
circulation, but it stops the wind so you don’t feel the wind chill. Our mesh
panels all have premium zipped internal blinds which allows you to fully
close the vents when you want to.
Inner Tent Ready
All the bell tents are inner tent ready, which means they can have at least
one inner tent fitted inside to give you that sleeping pod / sleeping area.
The inner tent is simplicity itself, to fit it all you do is clip the inner tent in
place using the toggles on the inner tent and the sewn in toggles points
in the tent. If you don’t want to use the inner tent during the day, you can
simply remove it or even just drop it to the floor.

BELL TENTS

Full cotton, full luxury, fully featured.

Pitch times

1 Person: 13 mins
2 People: 8 mins

Quest Tec FullC

100% cotton, fully breathable
100% comfort

6M New for

2020

BELL
Featuring the premium Quest Tec FullC 100% cotton material, this means
no more worrying about “is my tent leaking or is it condensation?” as this
is a fully breathable material. Not only is it breathable, , the cotton material
has much better insulation properties which will keep the tent cooler in the
summer and warmer in the colder months giving you much more comfort
than a polyester or polycotton tent and enabling you to camp all year round.
The tried and tested design has been around since the 9th century so you can
be confident that this tent will be ready for action whether in the summer or
the heart of the winter.

The heavy-duty Fully Zipped PVC groundsheet can be removed when
pitching and taking down making it easier to pitch, put away and helping
to keep the main unit clean even when the ground is muddy. With the
groundsheet unzipped, you can then roll up the sides and allow your
Emperor to float in the air, allowing the breeze to come through on those hot
days and give you that ..
The steel frame construction is
robust giving you peace of mind
that this tent will be with you for
years to come. amazingly the tent
only has two poles making it easy
enough for one person to pitch on
only minutes.

Bell 400

• Bell 4 : 250cm • Bell 5 : 300cm
• Bell 6 : 350cm

The Bell comes in three sizes, 4M, 5M, 6M and is a premium quality, full
cotton, canvas frame tent with an extra thick PVC zip in groundsheet which
makes this a fantastic family friendly tent or perfect for a couple who want
that bit more space. Sleeping anywhere from 1 – 10 adults we have the
perfect size for every requirement.

• Bell 4 : 400cm • Bell 5 : 500cm
• Bell 6 : 600cm

Bell 500

Bell 600
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Bell 400 shown with optional triangle tarp

Inner Tent
Ready

Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

360 Vista View
O

All around views

600cm

500cm

400cm

d
an

400cm

500cm

600cm

Diameter (cm)

400

500

600

Height (cm)

250

300

350

Berth

1-6

1-8

1 - 10

Pack size (cm)

96 x 33 x 33

98 x 35 x35

100 x 37 x 37

Tent weight (kg)

14

20

26

Total weight (kg)

26

34

42

Fully
Zipped

Groundsheet

Quest No-Chill
Premium quality mesh
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Pitch times

1 Person: 13 mins
2 People: 8 mins

Quest Tec FullC

100% cotton, fully breathable
100% comfort

EMPEROR
Be the envy of all campers with this amazing “big top tent” and stand out
from the crowd whilst also making sure you never lose where you pitched
your tent again. The Emperor is the ultimate glamping tent which enables
you to utilise the space anyway you want and make it different every time
you go away or even adjust it for when friends come to stay.

The heavy-duty Fully Zipped PVC groundsheet can be removed when
pitching and taking down making it easier to pitch, put away and helping
to keep the main unit clean even when the ground is muddy. With the
groundsheet unzipped, you can then roll up the sides which allows your
Emperor to seemingly float in the air, allowing the breeze to come through
on those hot days and give you that 360° Vista View.

Featuring the premium Quest Tec FullC 100% cotton material, this means
no more worrying about “is my tent leaking or is it condensation?” as this
is a fully breathable material. Not only is it breathable, the cotton material
has much better insulation properties which will keep the tent cooler in the
summer and warmer in the colder months giving you much more comfort
than a polyester or polycotton tent and enabling you to camp all year round.

This Emperor also has added scenic windows, normally not available on
bell tents. This gives you great views even when the weather is bad. It has
mesh panels with internal blinds around the base of the walls giving great air
flow when required and full double layered mesh doors allowing an amazing
amount of air flow when the weather is hot.

The steel frame construction is robust giving you peace of mind that this tent
will be with you for years to come. Amazingly the Emperor only has six poles
helping to ensure it is not only easy but quick to erect.

The tent comes complete with everything you need to set up including heavy
duty pegs, pre-attached guy lines & rain cowls for the “A frame”.
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400cm

300cm

d
an

600cm
600cm

• Berth: 1 - 12 (1 - 4 out of inner tent and 1 - 8 inside)
Size (cm)
Doorway height (cm)
Scenic windows
Built in for amazing views and
internal blinds for privacy
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Inner Tent
Ready

Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

600 x 400
185

Pack size (cm)

105 x 38 x 38

Tent weight (kg)

23

Total weight (kg)

56

360O Vista View
All around views

Fully
Zipped

Groundsheet

Quest No-Chill
Premium quality mesh

Pitch times

1 Person: 13 mins
2 People: 8 mins

Quest Tec FullC

100% cotton, fully breathable
100% comfort

New for
2020

STARGAZER
The Stargazer is a very special edition of the standard Bell tent. Based on
the same layout as the Bell it has higher sides for extra space inside and a
full Stargazing roof. This roof gives you windowed panels around the entire
roof along with an umbrella style blind on the inside. This allows you to open
up the roof to give you a simply stunning view of the sky whilst keeping you
private and secure in your Bell tent.

The heavy-duty Fully Zipped PVC groundsheet can be removed when
pitching and taking down making it easier to pitch, put away and helping
to keep the main unit clean even when the ground is muddy. With the
groundsheet unzipped, you can then roll up the sides and allow your
Emperor to float in the air, allowing the breeze to come through on those hot
days and give you that 360° Vista View..

The tried and tested design has been around since the 9th century so you
can be confident that this tent will be ready for action whether in the summer
or the heart of the winter. As the tent features the Quest Tec FullC 100%
cotton canvas in the summer the tent will be breathable keeping it cooler
compared to typical polyester and polycotton tents. Yet in the winter the
insulation properties will make this tent warm and cosy so you can camp
all year round safe in the knowledge that you have made the right decision.

The stargazer also has extra high sides giving extra room and added light
and air inside the tent making it feel even larger inside. It has mesh panels
with internal blinds around the base of the walls and thanks to their larger
size gives an amazing amount of air flow when required and full double
layered mesh doors allowing an amazing amount of air flow when the
weather is hot.
This really takes the standard Bell tent to the next level.

Sleeping anywhere from 1 – 8 adults, this simple steel framed tent can be
put up by one person making this one of the easiest tents to erect.
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500cm

300cm

d
an

500cm

500cm

• Berth: 1 - 8 (1 -3 out of inner tent and 1 - 5 inside)

Stargazer shown with optional extra large tarp.

Inner Tent
Ready

Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

360 Vista View
O

All around views

Fully
Zipped

Groundsheet

Diameter (cm)

500

Pack size (cm)

98 x 35 x 35

Tent weight (kg)

30

Total weight (kg)

44

Quest No-Chill
Premium quality mesh
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Pitch times

1 Person: 18 mins
2 People: 11 mins

Quest Tec FullC

100% cotton, fully breathable
100% comfort

TOUAREG
Offering a more open feeling compared to other Bell tents, the Touareg has
fantastic features with a unique quality. It features double layered doors at
either end allowing exit and entry from both sides. These double layered
doors give you perfect privacy as well as a full mesh panel for added air flow
when the weather is hot.
On top of these double layered doors you get Scenic Windows on both
sides. These aren’t usually found as standard on a Touareg, but are on this
model. They have an internal blind for privacy and give great views and allow
more light inside, even when the weather is bad.
The steel frame construction is robust giving you peace of mind that this
tent will be with you for years to come. Amazingly the Touareg only uses one
centre pole and two doorway ‘H frame’ poles which helps ensure it is easy
and quick to pitch.

The premium Quest Tec FullC 100% cotton canvas means there is no more
worrying about “is my tent leaking or is it condensation?” as this is a fully
breathable material. Not only is it breathable, , the cotton material has much
better insulation properties which will keep the tent cooler in the summer
and warmer in the colder months giving you much more comfort than a
polyester or polycotton tent and enabling you to camp all year round. The
heavy duty Fully Zipped PVC groundsheet can be unzipped and rolled up to
allow the breeze to come through on those hot days and give you that 360°
Vista View, which is a unique feature its rival do not have.
With a smaller pack size than similar sized tents on the market you will still
have plenty of space in the car to make sure you pack everything you need
for your trip without having to get a trailer or roof box.
Complete with everything you need to set up including heavy duty pegs, preattached guy lines , you are ready to go.
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400cm

300cm

d
an

500cm

500cm

• Berth: 1 - 10 (1 - 2 out of inner tent and 1 - 8 inside)
Size (cm)
Scenic windows
Built in for amazing views and
internal blinds for privacy
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Inner Tent
Ready

Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

500 x 400

Pack size (cm)

112 x 31x 30

Tent weight (kg)

23

Total weight (kg)

48

360O Vista View
All around views

Fully
Zipped

Groundsheet

Quest No-Chill
Premium quality mesh

Why poled awnings ? Poled
awnings when designed correctly
can be extremely easy to erect
and help keep the price down as
poles are cheaper to produce than
air beams. So with that in mind
we have produced a small range
of poled awnings that deliver
on both ease of use and value,
making them the perfect choice
for those on a budget, those you
are after a simple second porch
and those who just do not want
an air awning.

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com

Single
Person Pitch

Very Small

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

Pack Size

Single Person Pitch

These awnings are so lightweight they can be fed into the awning channel
by a single person. They are also very easy to erect and peg, so they can be
pitched by a single person. Before we give an item the single person pitch
logo, we test them by fully pitching them ourselves with one person.

Minimal Quick-Fit
Small, quick,
easy poled frame.

Very Small Pack Size

The combination of the minimal quick-fit frame system and lightweight
fabric allows the awning pack down to a very small size, much smaller than
you would think for an awning. This makes the awning easier to store away
when not in use and easier to pack into your vehicle when loading ready for
your break.

Quest Tec75 Quest Tec75
Lightweight, Performance Fabric

Minimal quick pitch frame

The minimal quick-fit frame system means it uses the minimal amount
of poles making it smaller and easier to use. The frame is also adjustable.
This is extremely useful when you pitch on uneven ground. Thanks to its
adjustable nature it can be extended or shrunk to cater for uneven ground,
slopes or obstacles which you can find on a large number of pitches, helping
you to pitch correctly at all times.
Rear
Draught
Pads

Quest Tec75 Fabric

This is a modern, lightweight fabric. It has a high performance coating giving
it a very high waterproof rating, whilst helping to keep the weight down and
the pack size smaller.
The fabric is naturally water repellent, which means it quick to dry, making
it easier to dry the awning back at home if it is put away wet. It also means
that it is easy to clean as the majority of dirt is just washed off with water as
the dirt is not ‘soaked in’ like it can on some heavier fabrics.
• Fabric Density: 75D • U.P.F. Rating: 50+
• Waterproof rating : 3,000mm Hydrostatic Head

Better seal,
better fitting.

Rear Draught Pads

These rear draught pads mean that when up against your vehicle it makes a
better, tighter seal against the side of the van giving you a better fit.
The pad can also help if you find you have a gap between the tunnel and
your vehicle as it can be used to fill this gap. It also means you can use the
optional (purchased separately) rear poles which push the draught pads
against the vehicle giving you an even tighter seal and better connection.

Drive Away Kit
Built in, ready to go.
No extras required

Built in Drive Away Kit

This awning has dual (4 and 6mm) beading sewn into the tunnel to ensure it
can be used on any type of connection.
The beading can also be zipped on and off, removing the need for a drive
away kit as you simply unzip the beading when you want to drive away
and zip it back on when you come back. This also allows for a much better
connection to the vehicle. When using a drive away kit you have a number of
figure of eight pieces and double sided beading strip in between your awning
and vehicle. This is not a strong or as stable connection as this single zipped
beading and the single, zipped beading also means the awning is closer to
your vehicle, thus reducing the potential for a gap at the back by the tunnel
allowing for a better connection.

Falcon Poled Awnings

Small weight, small pack size, small price.
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Features

Suitable for
vehicles with a
fitting height of
235 - 250cm

Quest Tec75 Quest Tec75
Lightweight, Performance Fabric

Minimal Quick-Fit
Small, quick,
easy poled frame.

New for
2020

FALCON

All this plus a very small pack size, light weight and amazing value makes
the Falcon an excellent awning for the weekend, first timers, the budget
conscious and just about anyone after an easy to use lightweight porch.

200cm

The awning has features such as full mesh doors, roll down, half or full blinds,
roll up front panels, sun canopy fronts (if used with the optional universal
canopy pole kit).

The fabric is also U.V. coated helping to protect it from the harmful UV rays
which helps extend its lifespan and gives you an amazingly high U.P.F. rating
of 50+ which gives you a great level of protection.

235cm

The awning is all about ease of use and value. It features an easy to use,
minimal quick-fit pole system. This pole system is quick to put together,
lightweight and adjustable to help ensure the best pitching even on uneven
ground. It has one single pole at the front of the awning. This single pole
ensures that it is quick and easy to erect, helping to ensure that this awning
is easy enough to be pitched by a single person.

It uses the modern Quest Tec75 fabric which is lightweight, quick drying and
extremely waterproof making the awning easier to use and maintain. The
very lightweight nature of the fabric also ensures that it can be easily pulled
though the awning channel on your caravan. So much so that it can be done
by one person.

235 - 250cm

The Falcon porch comes in four different sizes (220, 260, 325 and 390) and
is a lightweight poled porch awning, that is high on features, ease of use and
low on weight and cost.

235cm

Width (cm)

Falcon 390 shown with optional canopy pole kit
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Inner Tent
Ready

Pack size (cm)

220 or 260 or 325cm

220

260

325

390

78 x 21 x 21

79 x 22 x 22

79 x 24 x 24

90 x 26 x 26

Awning weight (kg)

3.9

4.3

4.7

5.1

Total weight (kg)

9.2

9.5

9.8

10.1

Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

UV

Very Small
Pack Size

Very

Lightweight

U.V. 50+

Protection from the Sun

Suitable for
vehicles with a
fitting height of
180 - 210cm
& 240 - 270 cm

Quest Tec75 Quest Tec75
Lightweight, Performance Fabric

Minimal Quick-Fit
Small, quick,
easy poled frame.

New for
2020

FALCON

All this plus a very small pack size, light weight and amazing value makes
the Falcon an excellent awning for the weekend, first timers, the budget
conscious and just about anyone after an easy to use lightweight drive away
awning.

210cm

With windows all around you get amazing views from anywhere in the
awning and loads of light to make the internal space feel bright and airy.
Every window has its own internal blind allowing you privacy when required
and light and air when not.

The awning has features such as full mesh doors, roll down, half or full
blinds, roll up front panel, sun canopy front (if used with the optional universal
canopy pole kit, which is purchased separately). It also has a feature nobody
else does: A built in drive away kit : The tunnel beading can be zipped on or
off which allows you to use it without the need for a drive away kit and gives
you a better connection than when used with a drive away kit.

235cm

105cm

Model
Connection height (cm)
Pack size (cm)

Inner Tent
Ready

Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

Very Small
Pack Size

Lightweight

235cm

low

high

180 - 210

240 - 270

105cm

80 x 28 x 28

80 x 28 x 28

Awning weight (kg)

7

7

Total weight (kg)

12

12

UV

Very

325cm

The awning is all about ease of use and value. It features an easy to use,
minimal quick-fit pole system. This pole system is quick to put together,
lightweight and adjustable to help ensure the best pitching even on uneven
ground. Poles are kept to a minimum and only has two poles to ensure that it
is quick and easy to erect, helping to ensure that this awning is easy enough
to be pitched by a single person.

It uses the modern Quest Tec75 fabric which is lightweight, quick drying and
extremely waterproof making the awning easier to use and maintain. The
fabric is also U.V. coated helping to protect it from the harmful UV rays which
helps extend its lifespan and gives you an amazingly high U.P.F. rating of 50+
which gives you a great level of protection.

Low: 180 - 210cm
High: 240 - 270cm

The Falcon drive away comes two heights (low and tall) and is a lightweight
poled drive away awning, that is high on features, ease of use and low on
weight and cost.

U.V. 50+

Protection from the Sun
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235cm

235cm

235cm

325 Low

325 High

390cm

325cm

260cm

220cm

390 Porch

325cm

325 Porch

325cm

260 Porch
235cm

220 Porch

235cm

105cm

235cm

105cm

Included features already on your awning
Fabric : The main fabric that your awning is made from.
QuestTEc 75 • 75D
Lightweight, quick drying
fabric. • 3,000 mm HH.

QuestTEc 75 • 75D
Lightweight, quick drying
fabric. • 3,000 mm HH.

QuestTEc 75 • 75D
Lightweight, quick drying
fabric. • 3,000 mm HH.

QuestTEc 75 • 75D
Lightweight, quick drying
fabric. • 3,000 mm HH.

QuestTEc 75 • 75D
Lightweight, quick drying
fabric. • 3,000 mm HH.

QuestTEc 75 • 75D
Lightweight, quick drying
fabric. • 3,000 mm HH.

Minimal quick pitch
frame • Single pole

Minimal quick pitch
frame • Single pole

Minimal quick pitch
frame • Two poles

Minimal quick pitch
frame • Two poles

Full roll up front panel

Full roll up front panel

Full roll up front panel

Full ventilation side
doors

Full ventilation side
doors

Full ventilation side
doors

Two side doors • One
large roll up front canopy

Two side doors • Two
tunnel doors • One large
roll up front canopy

Two side doors • Two
tunnel doors • One large
roll up front canopy

Two way mud wall to
allow pegging inside or
outside

Two way mud wall to
allow pegging inside or
outside

Pole System : The pole system on your awning.
Minimal quick pitch
frame • Single pole

Minimal quick pitch
frame • Single pole

Panels : What type of panels and options your awning has.
Full roll up front panel

Full roll up front panel

Full roll up front panel

Ventilation options : What built in ventilation your awning has to help minimise condensation.
Full ventilation side
doors

Full ventilation side
doors

Full ventilation side
doors

Door options : What door options and configurations your awning has..
Two side doors • One
large roll up front canopy

Two side doors • One
large roll up front canopy

Two side doors • One
large roll up front canopy

Weather Protection : Any additional weather protection features your awning has..
Two way mud wall to
allow pegging inside or
outside

Two way mud wall to
allow pegging inside or
outside

Two way mud wall to
allow pegging inside or
outside

Two way mud wall to
allow pegging inside or
outside • Three storm
roof poles (optional for
use)

Optional Extras and Accessories for your awning
Additional air beams and poles : Optional poles and air beams can help increase stability and performance in the wind .
Roof pole (1)

Roof pole (1)

Roof pole (3)

Additional roof poles (3)

Roof pole (2)

Roof pole (2)

Pop up inner tent.

Pop up inner tent.

Pop up inner tent.

Pop up inner tent.

Cosy Carpet breathable
flooring

Cosy Carpet breathable
flooring

Cosy Carpet breathable
flooring • Clip in
groundsheet

Cosy Carpet breathable
flooring • Clip in
groundsheet

Supernova LED lights.

Supernova LED lights.

Supernova LED lights.

Supernova LED lights.

Deluxe draft skirt
organiser • Falcon 500
windbreak.

.Falcon 500 windbreak.

Falcon 500 windbreak.

Quest Elite Autograph
range

Quest Elite Autograph
range

Quest Elite Autograph
range

Inner tents : Sleeping pods to extend your awning.
Pop up inner tent.

Pop up inner tent.

Flooring : Additional comfort and protection from the ground.
Cosy Carpet breathable
flooring • Standard
breathable flooring

Cosy Carpet breathable
flooring

Lighting : Light up your awning.
Supernova LED lights.

Supernova LED lights.

Accessories : Additional accessories to improve your awning.
Deluxe draft skirt
organiser • Falcon 500
windbreak.

Deluxe draft skirt
organiser • Falcon 500
windbreak.

Deluxe draft skirt
organiser • Falcon 500
windbreak.

Furniture : Recommended furniture to use with your awning
Quest Lakeland range

Quest Lakeland range
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Extras & Accessories

Quest Lakeland range

Falcon Awnings
Optional Extras and Accessories

The Quest Screen Houses.
These are the original, instant pop
up screens houses. The quickest
and easist to use gazebo and
shelter on the market.

The Original

and still the best
We have been producing the Screen House for over 6 years, longer than any others. In that time we have been improving
the Screen House all the time and it means that it is the best, quickest, strongest and longer lasting than its rivals. Some
of the innovation and changes cannot simply be seen, but together make our screen house perform better and last
longer than the others.
Single
Person Pitch

60 Seconds
To Erect

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

Single person pitch and in less than 60 seconds

We have designed and built the Screen House to be erected by a single
person. Everything about it, is catered to ensure that it can be done by one
person. We test the Screen House ourselves to ensure that it can be erected
by a single person. We even use our own office staff and members of the
general public to test it as well. On top of this we time it ourselves and have
proven time and time again that it can be erected by a single person in under
one minute, so we give it both the single person pitch and 60 seconds to
erect logos.

No-Chill PRO

Premium quality mesh
Great views, no wind chill

NO Chill Pro Mesh

The screen house uses our No-chill PRO premium mesh. This mesh not
only allows great views, but stops the wind chill factor allowing it to feel
cooler in the sun than standard fabrics, but also warmer in the wind than its
cheaper rivals. It is also stronger, lasts longer and is less prone to snags and
marks than the others.

Premium Hub
System

Quest Tec210

Premium Hub System

Lightweight, Performance Fabric

Quest Tec210 fabric

This is a modern, middleweight performance fabric. It is stronger and will
last longer than its cheaper rivals. It has a high performance U.V. coating
giving it the 50+ rating. It is also fully waterproof, whilst keeping the weight
down making it easier to use.
Fabric Density: 210D • Waterproof rating : 2,000mm Hydrostatic Head
UV

U.V. 50+

Protection from the Sun

U.V. 50 Plus

We are on our 4th generation of premium hub system. This is the centre of
the Screen House frame system and its single most important part. Our
premium hub is simply stronger and more reliable than anyone else’s. It is
also repairable if anything should happen to it, ensuring piece of mind for
years to come.
The best example of just how well made our screen houses are is that we
use our screen house demonstrator for at least two years. During those two
years it is goes though approximately 15 years worth of usage as it goes
up, down, up down all day long during shows and more. At the end of those
two years they are still working fine and replaced only as logos and features
are added.

The Screen House has a U.V. rating of 50+, the highest available. This gives
you excellent protection from the sun, especially important when the screen
house is being used as a shelter for the younger ones.

Screen Houses & Shelters
The quickest and easiest available.
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Pitch times

1 Person: 1 min
2 People: < 1 min

Quest Tec210

Lightweight, Performance Fabric
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SCREEN HOUSE PRO
This is the Pro version of the best selling Screen House. It is still the simplest,
quickest, easiest and best gazebo on the market, still comes in two sizes (4
and 6) and is built and designed so one person can erect (or take it down) in
less than one minute.
It has all the benefits from the premium No-Chill PRO mesh panels, with
additional sewn in and fully zipped Quest-Tec 210 side walls. This gives
you an un-rivalled amount of options. You can roll the side walls down for
complete privacy. Open the external blinds on the windows to allow light and
views in, or roll the entire side wall up to reveal the premium quest No-Chill
PRO mesh sides allowing it to be warmer in the wind and cooler in the sun.

The Quest Tec 210 fabric gives you a waterproof roof and the excellent
coating helps lengthen its life span. It also has a UV rating of 50+ giving you
great protection from the sun.
The Screen House Pro also features the new accessory zip. This is a full zip
that runs around the entire front of the doorway(s) allowing for additional
accessories to be attached to extend the features of your screen house.
The Screen House 6 Pro also has an additional door giving you two
entrances/exits and allows you to zip up to 6 of them together to create a
Screen House village.

It uses the latest generation premium hub system which has been improved
on again making it smaller, lighter and more durable, whilst maintaining its
ease of use and ability to be repaired if required.

300cm

240cm
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240cm

360cm

Model
Size (cm)
Height (cm)
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Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

4

6

240 x 240

360 x 300

180 - 220

180 - 220

Pack size (cm)

173 x 20 x 25

185 x 25 x 25

Tent weight (kg)

10.8

15

Total weight (kg)

12.8

18

UV

No-Chill PRO

Premium quality mesh
Great views, no wind chill

U.V. 50+

Protection from the Sun

Premium Hub
System

60 Seconds
To Erect

Pitch times

1 Person: 1 min
2 People: < 1 min

Quest Tec210

Lightweight, Performance Fabric
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SCREEN HOUSE
The Screen House is the original, quickest, easiest and best gazebo on the
market. It comes in two sizes (4 with 4 sides and 6 with 6 sides) and is built
and designed so one person can erect (or take it down) in less than one
minute.

It comes with pegging points on every corner and in the middle of each
side giving you great ground anchorage. It has storm straps on every side
ensuring it stays up in adverse weather and makes it sturdier than any
gazebo you are used to.

There is nothing to build, put together, tension or inflate, you simply take it
out of the bag, unfold it and pull/push the sides and roof and it springs into
position - fully set up and ready to peg.

The premium No-Chill PRO mesh panels are built in, these help keep you
warmer in the wind and cooler in the sun, but allows the air to flow ensuring
no gas build up can occur inside.

It uses the latest generation premium hub system which has been improved
on again making it smaller, lighter and more durable, whilst maintaining its
ease of use and ability to be repaired if required.

The Quest Tec 210 fabric gives you a waterproof roof and the excellent
coating helps lengthen its life span. It also has a UV rating of 50+ giving you
great protection from the sun.

300cm

240cm
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240cm
Model
Size (cm)
Height (cm)

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

Premium quality mesh
Great views, no wind chill

U.V. 50+

Protection from the Sun

Premium Hub
System

6
360 x 300

180 - 220

180 - 220
185 x 18 x 18

Tent weight (kg)

8.5

12.5

Total weight (kg)

10.5

15.5

UV

No-Chill PRO

4
240 x 240
173 x 15 x 15

Pack size (cm)

Single
Person Pitch

360cm

60 Seconds
To Erect
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Pitch times

1 Person: 2 min
2 People: < 2 min

Quest Tec210

Lightweight, Performance Fabric

New for
2020

SCREEN SHELTER
Rather than using the premium 4 hub system as featured on the screen
houses it uses latest generation of the Zero Tension Frame. This makes
the Screen Shelter lighter and pack away to a smaller size. It only takes a
couple of minutes to erect and can be done by a single person. Also as the
frame ensures the perfect tension every time and as there is nothing to put
together, as soon as it has been clicked into place you are ready to peg.

The shelter can be extended with the optional (purchased separately) side
walls to give extra privacy and weather protection, or the excellent front
canopy which gives a sheltered area to the front, perfect for cooking under
or simply relaxing under shade when the weather is hot.

180cm
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230cm

The Quest Tec 210 fabric gives you a waterproof roof and the excellent
coating helps lengthen its life span. It also has a UV rating of 50+ giving you
great protection from the sun.

It has 2 large double doors giving you an entrance and exit on both sides. All
the sides and doors are completely covered with the premium No-Chill PRO
mesh panels which help keep you warmer in the wind and cooler in the sun,
but allows the air to flow though. This means that you are safe to use gas
appliances inside the shelter (as long as they are far enough from the sides)
as the mesh sides and air flow ensures no gas build up can occur inside.

300cm

This is the all new Screen Shelter. It is a lightweight version of the amazing
Screen House.

240cm

300cm

Model
Size (cm)
Height (cm)

Screen Shelter shown with optional canopy & side walls.
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Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

Pack size (cm)

No-Chill PRO

180 - 230
120 x 17 x 20

Tent weight (kg)

8.5

Total weight (kg)

10.5

UV

Premium quality mesh
Great views, no wind chill

4
300 x 300

U.V. 50+

Protection from the Sun

0%
Zero Tension Frame
Just clicks in place

60 Seconds
To Erect

Add-ons
Accessorize your screen house or shelter

Screen House Side Walls
The Screen House side walls. Sold in pairs, they add extra weather
protection to your existing screen house 4 or screen house 6. They
simply velcro and hook in place and include an oversized eyelet in the
middle to allow the storm strap to be passed though.
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Screen House Pro Canopy
The Screen House Pro canopy. Built to fit both the Screen House 4 Pro
and Screen House 6 Pro. It simply zips onto the existing accessory zip
on your screen house pro and instantly gives you a large canopied area
to the front.

COMING SOON - Screen House Pro Vehicle
Connector
Built to fit both the Screen House 4 and 6 Pro and connects to vehicles
between 180 and 210cm. It simply zips onto the existing accessory zip
and instantly gives you tunnel connector with two doors on allowing you
to connect your screen house to your vehicle.
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Screen Shelter Canopy

Screen Shelter Side Walls

The Screen Shelter canopy. Built to fit the Screen Shelter 4. It simply clips
into place and instantly gives you a large canopied area to the front.

The Screen Shelter side walls. Sold in pairs, they add extra weather
protection to your existing screen shelter 4. They simply velcro and clip
in place in seconds giving you extra privacy and weather protection.

Screen House and Shelter Accessories
Optional Extras for your Screen Houses and Shelters
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The Quest wind break range.
We have three distinct styles of
wind breakers, one to match the
Westfield Outdoors awnings, one
to match the Screen Houses and
shetlers, plus one to match the
Quest Falcon awnings..

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
The Windshield Pro - Expert Edition

Simply the best modular wind breaker system around. It starts from
the 3 panel main unit and can be extended using the additional panel(s),
other main units, a weather canopy and even a door. Solid, stable, reliable,
lightweight and a small pack size to boot, simply perfect

The Wind Blocker

All about style and luxury. Made from the same Quest Tec FullC 100%
sustainable cotton fabric as the Quest Elite Signature range, this windbreak
stands out. It is completed with the same premium, heavy duty guy ropes
and sliders so it matches the bell tents perfectly and looks amazing in any
situation

Quest Tec FullC

100% cotton, fully breathable
100% comfort

HydraDore SL Pro fabric

An advanced middleweight 150D material with a high performance coating.
It keeps the weight down making the windshield easier to use, pack away
and erect, but the added durability means it will last longer. The high
performance coating adds durability and gives a very high level of water
proofing and protection against the weather.
Fabric Density: 150D • Waterproof rating : 4,000mm Hydrostatic Head

Very Small
Pack Size

Very Small Pack Size

The windshield packs down to a very small size, into its own premium
carry bag making it extremely easy to store away and carry when not in
use. The poles all break down in half to make the bag size smaller and the
lightweight fabric rolls and folds very small. The lightweight frame also helps
keep the total weight down to a very small 6KG, making it one of the lightest
windbreaks on the market.

Quest Tec FullC 100% Cotton fabric

A true premium fabric, it is a full 100% cotton canvas. This is no part cotton
and part polyester fabric, it is a true 100% full cotton canvas. Cotton is more
U.V. resistant than polyester and polycotton and the fabric is treated against
mould, rot and U.V. degradation giving it extra durability, extra strength and
extra protection against the elements. The process that treats the fabric is
also a premium process and not simply a coating. The process ensures that
the treatment impregnates the material fully which ensures the very best
protection for the fabric and also ensures the fabric keeps its breathability. So
this is a full 100% cotton material, treated against the elements, waterproof
and is still a breathable material giving you the very best of everything in one
fabric.
The fact that this is 100% cotton also means that it is stronger than its
polyester and polycotton rivals and has no need for ripstop as the fabric is
already extremely tear resistant. Even in the event of an issue cotton material
is repairable, so you can repair it if required.

Sustainable
Eco-friendly • Kind to the earth
Strong and Secure
No guylines , All the space

Strong and Secure

There are a number of unique features on the windshield that all combine
to make it extremely solid and stable even in adverse weather conditions.
The solid, locking frame means that the windshield is held in place no mater
which direction the wind blows. All the poles lock into position and lock
together making an all together solid windbreak.
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Wind breaks
Features

Sustainable

On top of all the good things you get from the Quest Tec FullC fabric it is also
made from a sustainable cotton source. This means it is more ecologically
sound and better for our earth. Being sustainable means that it is being
made from pre-existing managed areas lowering the carbon footprint of the
fabric.

Wind Breakers

Help keep the wind and weather away.

Pitch times

1 Person: 15 mins
2 People: 10 mins

New for
2020

The Windshield Pro - Expert Edition
The ultimate windbreak, just got better.

The Windshield Pro is the very best windbreak available. It is lighter, more
expandable, more secure and more stable than its rivals.
It has a patented frame system that has been designed with one job, to
deliver the very best windbreak possible. One of the patented parts are the
connector at the top of the leg support poles. This simple fitting firstly locks
the leg support pole in place, it also strengthens the top bar of the windshield
making it stronger against the wind and even helps stop the bars moving in
the wind, where rivals simply pops off in the wind.
The Windshield Pro can be slid into your caravan (or motor home) awning
channel (if available) allowing you to come directly off the vehicle.
The frame system locks itself in place making it easier to erect and more
sturdy when in use. The unique frame system means no guy lines are
required and the entire frame system can be placed on one side of the
windshield ensuring you have absolutely no trip hazards and you get to use
100% of the space available.

It can be extended with a door, an additional panel and now a weather shade
giving you an amazing amount of options. The Windshield is designed to go
right down to the ground and with its additional pegging points held down
making a secure and safe place on the inside, perfect for pets and children.
The new Expert Edition features the new super sleeves / dog guard, which
gives you better connection to the ground. The sleeves act as a mud wall
and draught skirt giving you better draught exclusion. Next it allows you
to use additional top cross poles (purchased separately) as a dog guard
feature. This dog guard feature creates a solid bar across the bottom of the
panel ensuring your pet cannot push the material out of the way as it is held
firmly in place with the solid aluminium bar.
This bar can also be used to help anchor the windshield to hard ground. It
allows you to use ladder bands or elastics (purchased separately) to form
additional pegging points that can be used easily and effectively even on
hard ground.

140cm

480cm

160cm

Model
Size (cm)
Pack size (cm)
Total weight (kg)

Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

Very

Lightweight

Very Small
Pack Size

Strong and Secure
No guylines , All the space

160cm

160cm

Main Unit

Add on panel

Additional
Panel

Door
Panel

160cm

80cm

Door

Canopy

480 x 140

160 x 140

80 x 140

160 x 160

110 x 25 x 15

110 x 15 x 10

110 x 8 x 8

80 x 10 x 10

6

1.8

1.2

1.5

Dog Guard

Help keep them in
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Pitch times

1 Person: 10 mins
2 People: 5 mins

Quest Tec FullC

100% cotton, fully breathable
100% comfort

New for
2020

WIND BLOCKER
This is the excellent, premium windbreak perfect for use with your bell tents
or anything else.
It uses the same 100% sustainably sourced Quest Tec FullC fabric that the
signature bell tent range use so it matches perfectly with all the models. It
also means that it will last for years and look amazing when in use.
Used along with the additional tarps it can create that additional covered
space you want, whilst keeping in style with your bell tent, but there aren’t just
for Bell Tent owners this is a stand out wind breaker for any one after a higher
quality, premium windbreak that will last longer.

It comes with wooden poles to finish the look and also features the same
premium guy ropes and sliders that are on the Quest Elite® Signature
range of bell tents. These are premium rope giving far higher strength than
standard guy lines giving you extra support and strength for those windy
days. The sliders on the guy ropes are the same premium hand sized sliders
which are easier to use than the smaller fiddly guy line versions, but are also
much stronger and will last far, far longer.
The premium guy ropes and sliders give all this extra strength and support
as well as looking great help the wind blocker last longer than its rivals.

150cm

500cm

Model

4 Panel

Size (cm)
Pack size (cm)
Total weight (kg)
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Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

Sustainable
Eco-friendly • Kind to the earth

500 x 150
170 x 20 x 10
6

Pitch times

1 Person: 15 mins
2 People: 10 mins

Quest Tec75 Quest Tec75
Lightweight, Performance Fabric

New for
2020

FALCON 500
The Falcon is a lightweight, poled windbreak that is matched perfectly with
the Falcon range of awnings and is fantastic value for money.
It uses the modern Quest Tec75 fabric which is lightweight and quick drying
fabric. It is U.V. coated to help protect it from the harmful UV rays which
helps extend its lifespan and gives you a U.P.F. rating of 50+ which is the
highest possible giving you complete protection.
The windbreak comes in its own zipped, carry bag with dual handles making
it easy to carry and store away. The windbreak breaks down to an incredibly
small pack size which is excellent and makes storing it away even easier.

The windbreak is styled to match the Falcon range of awnings. It uses the
same base fabric and same colours to ensure that it blends in perfectly,
making it the perfect companion to any of the Falcon porch or drive away
awnings.
This windbreak is not only amazing value for money, but such a small pack
size makes it perfect for those with limited space, the budget conscious as
well as any Falcon awning owner.

140cm

500cm

Model
Size (cm)
Pack size (cm)
Total weight (kg)

Single
Person Pitch

So easy, it only takes
one to pitch

Very Small
Pack Size

Very

Lightweight

4 Panel
500 x 140
57 x 14 x 11
2
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The Westfield Outdoors®
range represents the very
best furniture available
today.
They combine the very best
materials and manufacturing
processes together to create the
perfect folding furniture. Backed
with the very best 5 year warranty
available they will out perform all
of their rivals.

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com

Chair Features

Here are just some of the unique features of the chairs
DuraDore 3D mesh Fabric

The Westfield Outdoors furniture has a unique fabric called DuraDore 3D
mesh. This is a padded fabric that is made for the outdoors. Firstly it is
more durable than other materials so will last longer and perform better. It
is better against UV damage and is a porous fibreglass pad which means
even when it rains the seat dries within 5 minutes meaning it can be used in
any weather. The porous nature also means that it is breathable making it
much more comfortable on hot days as well.

DuraLight Frames

Duralight is another unique material for Westfield Outdoors. It is a
magnesium - aluminium alloy which is lighter and stronger than aluminium.
It is weather proof so will last longer, is lighter making the chairs easier to
carry and move.

2

5

1

1. The Noblesse : This is simply the lightest and thinnest pack size, high
back chair available. It is so light anyone can easily pick it up.
2. The Advancer : Extremely strong, extremely durable classic folding
chair that simply outlasts all its rivals..
3. The Advancer XL : This chair is all about strength. With its class leading
200KG maximum load it is simply the strongest available.
4. The Advancer Compact : This chair is all about pack size. It has a
unique double folding frame which shrinks the pack size down to lower
than all of its rivals..
5. The Aeronaught Relaxer : This is all about comfort. It is a zero-gravity,
stepless realxer which allows you to relax at any angle, but it also has a
unique frame and seat design allowing the fabric to form a wider and
more comfortable seat than other relaxers.

5

3

4

6

6: Optional leg rest available for Noblesse and all the Advancer chairs.

6
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Westfield Outdoors® Furniture
The very best furniture on the market.

The Quest Elite® Bordeaux
Pro range is all about
comfort and style.
They use the high performance
materials, with a premium
padding giving you maximum
comfort. This is combined with a
stunning style to give you a range
that performs as good as it looks.

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
Updated for 2020

FIRE

Retardant
Our padded chairs are Fire
retardant for your safety.

Chair Features

QTex Padded 2D mesh Fabric

This is a premium, padded stretch fabric which combines long lasting
durability, great weather resistance and amazing levels of comfort
thanks to its cushioned fabric plus additional padding.
The material is also breathable making it more comfortable on hot days
and dries quicker in the wet days. The stretch fabric is also more durable
than other fabrics meaning it will last longer as well.

Exclusive Slide Out Side Table

All items in this range have the exclusive slide out side table. This is an
exclusive side table that simply slides out from underneath the seat of
the chair and locks in place. This gives you the perfect side table at the
perfect height. When you don’t want the table you can simply slide it
away so it doesn’t get in the way.

Here are just some of the unique features of the chairs
1. The Lounge : The perfect sun lounger, day bed or even a deluxe camp
bed. Higher than standard loungers making them more comfortable and
easier to get in and out off. With the added levels of comfort and its ease
of use, this is stand out lounger or bed.
2. The Relax : This is simply the most comfortable chair in the range. Its
a zero gravity relaxer giving you amazing levels of comfort whenever you
need it.
3. The Easy : Great levels of comfort with added practicality. This chair can
be used on its own to eat at a table or simply relax. Add the optional leg
rest and it can be turned into a full lounger.

4: Optional leg rest available for the Easy.

1

3

2

4

Quest Elite® Bordeaux Pro
Extreme comfort and style.
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The Quest Elite® Naples Pro
range is all about lightweight
performance.
They use the high performance
materials, with a premium
lightweight frame to give you an
extremely comfortable chair, high
on style and very lightweight.
The use of the all weather fabric
and aluminium frames also gives
you excellent performance in any
weather.

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
Updated for 2020

Chair Features

Here are just some of the unique features of the chairs
QTex 2D mesh Fabric

This is a premium all weather stretch fabric which combines long lasting
durability, great weather resistance and high levels of comfort thanks to
its cushioned fabric with soft touch feel.
The material is also breathable making it more comfortable on hot days
and the stretch nature of the fabric is also more durable than other
fabrics meaning it will last longer as well. The mesh fabric also means
that when it rains most of the water simply runs though allowing it to dry
extremely quickly and gives it better all weather performance.

Exclusive Slide Out Side Table

1. The Lounge : The perfect sun lounger, day bed or even a deluxe camp
bed. Higher than standard loungers making them more comfortable and
easier to get in and out off. With the added levels of comfort and its ease
of use, this is stand out lounger or bed.
2. The Recline : The smallest packed sized chair in the range. Small and
lightweight, but still with a high back, padded cushion and ergonomic back
giving great levels of comfort with a low entry price. This chair can be used
on its own to eat at a table or simply relax. Add the optional leg rest and it
can be turned into a full lounger.

All items in this range have the exclusive slide out side table. This is an
exclusive side table that simply slides out from underneath the seat of
the chair and locks in place. This gives you the perfect side table at the
perfect height. When you don’t want the table you can simply slide it
away so it doesn’t get in the way.

4. The Comfort : This is the perfect blend of the full relaxer and recline
chair in one. Added levels of comfort thanks to the elastics and chair
design, but the same practicality of an upright chair you can eat at the
table with. The optional leg rest can be used with this chair as well to give
you a great lounger as well.

Premium Frame

5. The Relax : This is simply the most comfortable chair in the range. Its
a zero gravity relaxer giving you amazing levels of comfort whenever you
need it.

This is a premium aluminium frame, with an advanced electro-plated
coating giving it a better finish, better durability and will help keep your
furniture looking better for longer.

2

3: Optional leg rest available for the Recline and Comfort chairs.

4

1

5

3
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Quest Elite® Naples Pro
Performance and style.

The Quest Elite® Naples Pro
range is all about style and
durability.
They use the high performance
materials, with a premium electro
plated steel frame to give you an
extremely comfortable chair, high
on style with added durability.

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
Updated for 2020

Chair Features

Here are just some of the unique features of the chairs

QTex 2D mesh Fabric

This is a premium all weather stretch fabric which combines long lasting
durability, great weather resistance and high levels of comfort thanks to
its cushioned fabric with soft touch feel.
The material is also breathable making it more comfortable on hot days
and the stretch nature of the fabric is also more durable than other
fabrics meaning it will last longer as well. The mesh fabric also means
that when it rains most of the water simply runs though allowing it to dry
extremely quickly and gives it better all weather performance.

Exclusive Slide Out Side Table

All items in this range have the exclusive slide out side table. This is an
exclusive side table that simply slides out from underneath the seat of
the chair and locks in place. This gives you the perfect side table at the
perfect height. When you don’t want the table you can simply slide it
away so it doesn’t get in the way.

Premium Frame

This is a premium aluminium frame, with an advanced electro-plated
coating giving it a better finish, better durability and will help keep your
furniture looking better for longer.

1. The Lounge : The perfect sun lounger, day bed or even a deluxe camp
bed. Higher than standard loungers making them more comfortable and
easier to get in and out off. With the added levels of comfort and its ease
of use, this is stand out lounger or bed.
2. The Recline : The smallest packed sized chair in the range. Small and
lightweight, but still with a high back, padded cushion and ergonomic back
giving great levels of comfort with a low entry price. This chair can be used
on its own to eat at a table or simply relax. Add the optional leg rest and it
can be turned into a full lounger.
3. The Comfort : A larger version of the recline with added levels of comfort
thanks to its elasticated seat. The optional leg rest can be used with this
chair as well to give you a great lounger as well..
4. The Relax : This is simply the most comfortable chair in the range. Its
a zero gravity relaxer giving you amazing levels of comfort whenever you
need it..

4: Optional leg rest available for the Recline and Comfort chairs.

2

3
4

1

4

Quest Elite® Ragley Pro
Classic style with modern performance.
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The Quest Elite®
Autograpgh range is a
premium range of pack
away furniture.
They use the premium materials
to give maximum comfort
alongside pack and fold away
frames to make the pack size
smaller. They are the perfect
solution for those after small
pack sizes but do not want to
compromise on comfort.

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com

FIRE

Retardant
Our padded chairs are Fire
retardant for your safety.

Chair Features

Here are just some of the unique features of the chairs

1

QTex Weave Fabric

This is a premium hard wearing fabric which comes in different
levels of padding and comfort. The material is extremely durable and
easy to clean helping it last longer. There are three levels of padding,
Quilted which is the thinnest of the padding and helps keep the pack
size and weight down. Then padded, which gives added comfort and
finally extreme padded which gives the absolute maximum of comfort
available.

Premium Frames

All items in this range have the same premium, pack away frames. They
are a mixture of aluminium and steel, but all feature the premium electro
plated coating which gives added durability and protection against the
weather helping them last longer. All the frames pack away to allow for
smaller pack sizes, which makes them easier to store away.

Pack Away Frames and Carry Bags

Every chair in this range has a pack away frame to make the pack size
smaller. They all (except the Surrey) also come complete with its own
carry bag to make it easy to store and carry.

3

2

1. The Cleveland : This is all about comfort. The extreme padded fabric
gives maximum comfort and the size and shape of the chair gives you
that armchair chair comfort in a pack away format. Finished with its own
carry bag. Perfect for those after the highest levels of comfort available.
2. The Surrey : A classic directors chair with an excellent fold out side
table. Quilted for the perfect balance of comfort, weight and pack size.
3. The Cumbria : A pack away recliner. This has a reclining back for added
comfort, but folds away into its own carry bag for a smaller pack size.
4. The Dorset : A larger version of the classic camping chair. Made larger
for added comfort and uses the quilted fabric for a perfect balance of
comfort, weight and pack size. Finished with its own carry bag.
5. The Kent : The extreme padded version of QTex weave fabric gives this
chair more comfort. It wraps around you when you sit in it giving extra
warmth and comfort. It packs down to a very small size making it perfect
when space is at a premium, but you still want the added levels of comfort.
6. The Devon : The perfect stool and foot rest in one. It is full strength stool
that packs away into its own carry case. It can also be used as a foot stool
for any of the Autograph range.

4
5

6
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Quest Elite® Autograph
A premium pack away range.

The Quest Lakeland range is
all about lightweight, pack
size and added features.
They are a high quality range of
pack away furniture that have
unique and added features to give
you great value, lightweight, small
pack size and great usability.

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com
New for 2020

Chair Features

QTex Weave Fabric

This is a high quality, hard wearing fabric which gives a great balance
between comfort, pack size, weight and comfort whilst keeping the
price down for great value. The material is extremely durable and easy
to clean helping it last longer and the quilted nature of inner gives added
comfort where you wouldn’t expect it at this price range.

Added Features

This range has many added features you do not see on other chairs. Like
the tilted back on the Grassmere giving added comfort, or the included
clip on/off leg rest on the Ambleside relaxer giving the Lakeland range a
unique feel, style and feature list simply not found on its rivals.

Pack Away Frames and Carry Bags

Every chair in this range has a pack away frame making the packed
down size nice and small. They all also come complete with their own
carry bag to make it even easier to store and carry them when they are
not in use.

Here are just some of the unique features of the chairs
1. The Festival : The classic quick and easy pack away chair. Adjustable
arms and a cup holder give it added features whilst keeping its great value,
extremely light weight and small pack size.
2. The Concert : The larger camping chair with added comfort, adjustable
arms and cup holder. A big step up from its smaller sibling the Festival, but
still great value.
3. The Grassmere : This is a unique swivel back chair that gives you a
great camping style chair with an added swivel back feature that gives you
added comfort by automatically resting in the most comfortable position
for your back.
4. The Ambleside : This is a relaxer chair. It has two positions (upright and
reclined) along with its clip on and off foot rest to give you a relaxer that
packs away into its own carry bag.

2
1

3

Quest Lakeland
Lightweight and small pack size.

4
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Accessories.
Here are a small selection of the
accessories we do.

For a full list and details visit

www.questleisure.com

Tarps
Tarps are an amazing addition to our Bell tents, but also a great
product on their own. They can be used in conjunction with a
bell tent (as shown above) or on their own as a dinning tarp,
windbreak, sun cover and much, much more besides. They are so
amazingly versatile they can be used virtually anywhere.

Flooring
Add that extra comfort
and protection from the
floor.
We have a multitude of
flooring for use with your
awning, tent or screen
house.

Deluxe Draft Skirt
Add extra storage
underneath your vehicle.
This deluxe draft skirt
gives you protection from
the wind and draughts
as well as zipped storage
under your vehicle.
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Electric Pump
Add extra ease of use.
Our Westfield pump is
quicker and easier to use
than its rivals making it
the perfect additional to
your air awning.

Furniture Carry Bag
Protection and Storage.
Our furniture carry bag
is the perfect addition to
your furniture. IT makes it
easier to carry and store
your furniture and gives
extra protection.

Accessories

Extras to add those little touches.

‘Home is where you ...’ Mats
Themed Mats for indoors and outdoors.
These fun mats are available in both heavy
duty coir or washable loop pile. They are
great at helping keep the dirt outside and
look great too. Themed for Caravans, Tents,
Camper Vans and Motor homes.

Caravan Covers
We have both standard caravan covers for that extra protection when the caravan is in storage, plus the great towing front covers,
which are used when the caravan is being towed giving you protection from stone chips and debris whilst on the move.

Pots and Pans

Bathroom Packs

UK made for quality and
performance.
We have an amazing
range of pots, pans, grill
pans and more. All made
in the UK and designed
for use by yourselves.

Atlas Cart

Not glamorous, but
essential.
Specifically designed
for use in caravans and
motorhomes. Everything
you need in one handy
and great value pack.

ECO Candle & Grill

Why struggle ?
The Atlas carry cart if
perfect for loading your
tent, awning or furniture
in, making it nice and
easy to take wherever you
want.

Septic Tank Safe

All are formaldehyde free and
ready to use anywhere.

Ambiance and heat.
Add that extra ambience
and heat to any occasion.
Nothing can match the
feeling of a real flame or
fire, so take one with you !

Accessories

Extras to add those little touches.
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www.questleisure.com

twitter.com/questleisure

facebook.com/questleisure

youtube.com/questleisure
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